Multi Agent System
What are agents?
Agents are individual autonomous entities who observe and act based on their surrounding
environment. These actions are carried out to complete a set of their own personal goals.
Some agents can be classified as “intelligent”, allowing them to learn from their surrounding
environment. Agents can be designed as either simple or complex, generally for more agents
on screen a simple agent approach is taken.

Figure 1.0 An example of IA (Intelligent Agents) in gaming would be Simcity, agents are used
to simulate the population of the player’s city.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS0qURl_JJY
Figure 1.1 The link above outlines how agents were used as a core game mechanic in Simcity
2013
In the case of Simcity, agents are used as the heart of the simulation. They provide means of
resource transportation, and ultimately keep the city alive. Agent goals and actions are then
changed based on the player’s interaction with the world, by placing buildings with unique
social, economic and health attributes. Not only does this create an interesting and compelling
game, but also offers the potential for expanding into more “serious gaming”.
Serious games? Where’s the fun in that?
Yes, serious games are 
designed for a primary purpose other than pure entertainment, and
offer more long term opportunities. Yet serious games can be entertaining (art games for
example would fall under serious type games, Dear Esther, Kentucky Route Zero, Sword &
Sorcery, etc.), but their main purpose is to educate users on real world events or problem
solving. I believe this is a core function that should be taken into account when making our
senior project, as many of us would like to use this to demonstrate our professional
capabilities. Using agent modeling systems would allow us to create an entertaining game,
while maintaining the capability to develop a serious game that can demonstrate our abilities
outside of undergrad.

Wait, how do agents work?

Figure 2.0 The baseline logic behind how agents act
The diagram above (figure 2.0) outlines the logic behind a simple agent. In our interactive
application, players would affect the agent through environmental manipulation (figure 2.1).
The actions players would take would then affect the actions of the agents. For example,
figure 2.2 below showcases an indie tower defence game called Infested Planet. Players can
place objects to defend against the oncoming swarm of aliens. These alien agent’s actions
are affected by the player’s actions in the environment.

Figure 2.1 Showcases where our game would allow user interaction in context of an agent’s
thought process

Figure 2.2 Infested Planet utilizes simple agent logic to create upwards of 100,000 alien IAs to
swarm players in a tower defence type game.

Ok cool, but what can agents do for us?
Creating an interactive application that utilizes agents can offer us a multitude of very unique
and creative game mechanics to work with. Our application will become unscripted and
events become unpredictable. This change in how actions occur can allow for very unique
and interesting encounters for the players.
For instance, how do agents communicate between each other? Would a master agent
control hundreds (or potentially thousands) of minion agents? Would each agent think
independently of one and other, creating a sudo flocking effect when groups gather and move
together? With these questions in mind we could build unique game mechanics around this
(Note: communication is just one example, creating a system that models health, economic
status of agents, etc).

Picture a spy versus spy game, where each player would be assigned a spy agent that they
would then indirectly control through the environment. The game would take place in a dense
crowd of agents where each player must find and kill the other player’s spy. How would this
work if you couldn’t directly control your spy agent? Each player’s spy would have a random
list of weaknesses (picture Shadow of Mordor chieftains, figure 3.0 below). These
weaknesses can be exploited by other players through the use of environment traps. This is a
rough idea of a type of unique game that can be created with agents (though I would focus on
something with more meaning and applicability behind it).

Figure 3.0, Shadow of Mordor creates unique, highly intelligent AI NPCs with a wide range of
strengths and weaknesses for the player to exploit.
What can we combine with agent systems?
Agent actions are directly affected by the environment around them. This environment could
be created based on a fictional location (ie. Simcity players make their own towns) or we
could create an environment based on real world locations. ViziCities for example (figure 4.0
below) takes the latter approach, only with a focus more on modeling real world locations with
a smaller emphasis on agent interaction in the cities.

ViziCities allows users to generate simple 3D maps based on real world locations. If data is
available, users can view real time social data overlayed on top of the map.
By combining a simulation model/game with a browser, we could potentially open new doors
to unique methods of interaction with our application. A library called Three.js could let us do
pretty complex 3D graphics in a browser with a fraction of the code needed to do the same in
Javascript + shaders (see figure 4.2 below). This library could potentially let us add more
agents to scene, allowing for a more detailed and visually impressive world. Figure 4.1 below
showcases a simple agent based modelling system of a flock of birds, made in Three.js.

Figure 4.1 Threejs is a javascript library that significantly simplifies 3D WebGL in a browser,
allowing for complex 3D scenes.

Figure 4.2 HelloRun is a short AudioSurf type game created using Three.js

